
Our company is hiring for a principal cyber engineer. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for principal cyber engineer

Translate, both orally and in writing, technical content and tactics, techniques,
and procedures (TTPs) found in proposed COAs, OPLANs, and CONPLANs
into high-level briefs, point papers, and talking papers
Draft CONOPS, concept plans, operations orders, operations plans,
fragmentary orders, execution orders, exercise directives, joint planning
products, standard operating procedures, implementation plans,
requirements definition and analysis, cyberspace operations TTPs,
assessments, and other exercise or planning related products
Manages programs of complex diversity and scope which are of critical
importance to overall company objectives
Collect all information on asset platforms
Assesses security conditions on devices such as web servers, mail servers,
routers, firewalls and intrusion detection systems
Evaluates, codes and implements software fixes (patches) to address system
vulnerabilities such as malicious code
Leads/facilitates cyber requirements analysis for various projects, providing
direction, guidance and recommendations for implementation of related
security solutions and technologies based on Cybersecurity Roadmap
priorities and timelines
Collaborate with the various NISSC program and functionally matrixed
engineering disciplines on the status of cybersecurity systems and solution
alternatives
Documents vulnerability assessment/verification/scan and other IA
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Engineer, Program Protection Lead and/or Systems Security and
Accreditation personnel as appropriate
Prepares plans to assessing known systems vulnerabilities and verify system
hardening and patching activities, and maintains supporting documentation
to ensure compliance with the most current applicable Security Technical
Implementation Guides (STIGs)/Security Requirements Guides (SRGs) and
related checklists

Qualifications for principal cyber engineer

Strong leadership skills to foster innovation while keeping team on focused
on operational objectives
Experience in briefing General Officers and other senior staff
Experience with Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) architecture and
implementation in the cloud
Experience with Agile Development concepts and the Atlassian tool suite
Demonstrated ability to pack, encode, encrypt, or custom compile exploits
for use against known or reported vulnerabilities
Implementation of Anti-Tamper solutions in Embedded products


